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ScienceScope

Priority-setting without data; the Washington shell game in action; etc.

Genome Patent Fight Erupts
Edelman: Bye Bye, Rockefeller
A Window on Life In the Bronze Age
JAMA Gets into an Indian Herbal Jam
Leroy Hood to Move North
Malaria Parasite Gaining Ground Against Science
Space Station, NSF Funds Approved

Research News

The SSC: Radical Therapy for Physics
CERN's Horserace With the SSC
What Makes the San Andreas Tick?
Improvements Seen for RU-486 Abortions ■ Feminist Group Dissents on RU-486 Use for Abortion
Alcoholism Gene: Coming or Going?
Genome Databases
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The Human Genome Initiative—Do Databases Reflect Current Progress?: P. L. Pearson, B. Maidaik, M. Chipperfield, R. Robbins

Articles

On the Social Science Contribution to Governmental Decision-Making: E. Chelmsky
Reactivity of Organic Compounds in Hot Water: Geochemical and Technological Implications: M. Siskin and A. R. Katrzyk

THE GENOME MAPS 1991
Pullout chart appearing on pages 247–262.
Plus special clip-out guide to genome data bases on pages 201–207.
Cover Model systems are vital for carrying scientists toward their goal of understanding the human genome. This issue presents a wall chart (pages 247 to 262) summarizing progress in mapping the human genome and one of the classic model systems, Drosophila melanogaster. In addition, there is a special news feature on genome databases (pages 201 to 207) as well as articles, reports, and a perspective relating to genome analysis. [Cover illustration by R. J. Kaufman, Charlotte, North Carolina]
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293 Suppression of Tumorigenesis in Wilms Tumor by the p15.5-p14 Region of Chromosome 11: S. F. Dowdy, C. L. Fasching, D. Araujo, K.-M. Lai, E. Livanos, B. E. Weissman, E. J. Stanbridge
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